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the blu-ray set contains only the theatrical version of 'grindhouse'. it does not contain the longer extended versions of'planet terror'or'death proof'that were previously issued on blu-ray. it also lacks the scratch-free version of 'planet terror' included as a bonus feature on the prior blu-ray. while the changes to 'planet terror' are fairly negligible, 'death proof' gained a significant amount of new footage in the extended cut that benefited it as a standalone feature. among the changes were a lapdance scene discussed in the dialogue but not seen here, and a lot more screen time for mary elizabeth winstead's character. fans and collectors will want to keep all three blu-ray releases for their own individual merits. blaming the double-feature format,
producers bob and harvey weinstein decided to dismantle 'grindhouse' entirely. for the overseas theatrical run, 'planet terror' and 'death proof' were released separately, each padded with some extra footage to expand their running lengths. in the process, almost all of the fake trailers were jettisoned. publicly, rodriguez and tarantino tried to be diplomatic about the deconstruction, claiming that 'planet terror', 'death proof', and 'grindhouse' should be thought of as three distinct experiences, each with their own merits. the directors no doubt assumed that viewers would be able to pick their favorite viewing method on home video. sadly, that didn't exactly work out either. until now, the weinsteins have kept the movies split apart. 'grindhouse'

remains a memory shared only by the few that saw it during its original run.

Planet Terror Dual Audio 720p Dimensions

'planet terror' is a film that's fun to watch, but only slightly above average. its biggest
problem is that it's not a very good film. if you have a love for the genre and were looking

for a fun b-movie to kick things off, then you'll probably enjoy it. if you don't really care
about it, then it's not really worth your time. if you're looking for the best of both worlds,

then the extended and unrated cut on the dvd is a good choice. i found it to be much
more fun than the theatrical cut. the disc also includes an interactive commentary by

rodriguez, much of it focusing on 'planet terror'. the disc's trailer has some good
commentary, as well, and so does a deleted scene from 'planet terror' that's just shown
up on the dvd as part of the 'grindhouse' collection. a pair of miniseries are included, as
well. the first, titled 'the stuff of nightmares', is an 11-minute look at some of the more

disturbing imagery on the blu-ray. it's really well-done and offers an interesting
perspective on the upcoming blu-ray. the second miniseries, 'the beast within', is a

14-minute look at the practical effects of some of the more frightening scenes in the film.
it's also well-done. to be honest, it reminds me more of a 'carnivale' episode than the

actual movie. if you're interested in the nuts and bolts of the effects, you can probably
skip it. the other bonus miniseries are two 'planet terror' short films. the first is a

3-minute music video, 'angel eyes', that rodriguez shot in the course of making 'planet
terror'. it's a little over the top, but the music is ace. the second is a 3-minute look at the
making of the film, titled 'tiny intruder'. this is done by a group of cinephiles who showed

up on set, and it's a real treat. they even manage to find a couple of good stills of
rodriguez's gaffer directing on set. 5ec8ef588b
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